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A book designed specifically to help young epilepsy patients understand their condition and

overcome their fears When Jimmy is diagnosed with epilepsy, he starts to worry. What is happening

to my body? Am I ok? Does this mean I m different from other kids? Jimmy and the other young

patients in the neurologist's office get a visit from the Great Katie Kate, a spunky redheaded

superhero who appears when kids get worried. Katie Kate takes the children on a medical

adventure to learn about the various forms of epileptic seizures and treatments. Along the way, they

meet the Worry Wombat, a creature that appears when worries loom large. As Jimmy and his new

friends to ask questions about their condition and its triggers, they make the Worry Wombat

disappear! This superhero saga provides an entertaining and indispensable tool for parents and

medical professionals who are seeking a positive way to help young epilepsy patients understand

their condition and deal with their fears. As a well-respected physician who specializes in the

treatment of women and children, the author presents challenging medical concepts in clear,

accurate, and understandable prose. This is the fourth book in the Great Katie Kate series, helping

young children with serious illnesses understand their condition and live with confidence.
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My 5 year old son was recently diagnosed with partial onset epilepsy, and he has enjoyed this book

(as his choice) repeatedly everything evening this week. The book does a great job explaining that

there are different kinds of seizures, how to get tested for these, and how to take care of yourself as

well. He has really enjoyed the story, and we use it as a conversation means to make sure he

knows who to tell if he feels funny, and how he needs to take care of himself.

Great resource. Starting out explaining to my 7 year old. Looking forward to sharing with him

soon.Hopefully this will comfort him

My 5 yr old daughter was asking the whys... Why does she have sezuires? Why don't her friends?

What happens when she has them? This book helped to answers these questions.

This was a gift for my granddaughter. She love the book.

NOT SURE

Great book!

Great book explaining different types of seizures.

Super fast shipping. Great book for kids to understand epilepsy.
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